**Multimodal Literacy**

‘Multimodal Literacy is all the different ways in which meaning can be created and communicated in the world today’. Silverton PS Catalyst Team 2008

- **Print Literacy**
  - Books, newspapers, signs, cards, timetables and labels.

- **Visual Literacy**
  - Images, photographs, illustrations, posters, font size, colour combinations, paintings and graphs.

- **Information Literacy**
  - Internet, emailing, web conferencing, oral, social network (facebook, blogs, chatrooms, discussion forums), communication and navigating a webpage.

- **Media Literacy**
  - Animation, sound and sound effects, videos, film, LCD screen, basic film techniques, advertisements and music.

- **Graphic Literacy**
  - Symbols, icons, diagrams, plans, timelines, reading gauges, measuring instruments and maps.

For a global audience